sensitive than photomultipliers, the streak image the drift velocity converters have the advantage of giving a conti-P ne(%,t) i s the electron density distribution nuous spatio temporal representation of the discharge ; this i s particularly interesting in the case n a~t~r n e e r r [~~(~.~)~e~~.~) ( 1 1 cw(*,t) I p = A ecp I-a P / E 1%. t ) I of non recurrent discharges. We have thus deveAs the macroscopic coefficients a r e functions of lopped a technique to interpret streak camera r ethe electric field, we obtain from relations (1) and cords that give us the parameters governing the (2), the electric field. 1f E (*.&I[$* we obtain. -f-+ It i s known that a breakdown i s essentially gover -a t -P &t qg,+ f (BPI * a t ned by the field resulting from the superposition of Equation (3) shows the dependency of the electric the applied field and the space-charge field (1)(2). field on the first derivatives of the optical density of the streak camera record. This dependency indiIt i s possible to sort out two kinds of informations cates important perturbations of the field that will from the streak camera records :
appear at the bounderies of the light and dark aa ) information of geometric order that gives the dir e a s . mension, the position of the discharge and i t s propagation speed (3). These a r e essentially qualitati-A diagram of the streak camera record i s given in ve informations. fig 
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